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The Aleph were nearly wiped out for tampering with technology borne from Jukal Portals. The

Demon's of Devil Crater were almost turned to a footnote in history for rebelling against the Dark

God. The Beast Kin were seen as a threat with their natural high affinities.Now all of these races

have started to come back, the first stage in Bob's plan to save Emerilia.With the Stone Raider's

help the Aleph have recovered their cities, stepping down the path to reviving their society. Now the

Demon's and Beast Kin of Devil's Crater ask the Stone Raiders to once again stand with an exiled

race.This is their land, and they will fight the pantheon and Jukal to the bitter end in order to defend

it.
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Michael I will be honest you are quickly becoming one of my favorite authors. I actively find myself

looking for more of your books and with the rate your dropping them out on  your not disappointing

me. Just for the love of god please don't drop this story abruptly off a cliff and end it untimely. If you

do I honestly am not sure I will know what to do with myself man!I have loved the world of Emerilia

and your world building and character development from the word go. And I hope we keep seeing

more and more from the world of Emerilia. KEEP IT UP MAN!



These books are exactly what I want from a litrpg. The protagonist has a clear progression, while

there is definitely plot armor, the build up to it and the explanations afterwords are well within what I

would expect to be possible for the story. Romances actually progress, and while it can at times be

unrealistic (there are a couple "perfect" couples) its always a side aspect of the story, so you never

get overwhelmed. Comedy is present in spades, even in the romance parts, letting me greatly enjoy

even the non action parts of the book.My only complaint is that the plot progression is very similar in

every book. The story focuses on the exposition and rising action for most of the book, while the last

hundred pages or so is the climax and resolution. This means there is often only a very short

resolution, and the rest of the resolution is treated as the exposition in the next book. This is not a

big problem however, as the books are still very entertaining (see above), but the lack of a longer

resolution and a overly long exposition in each book can at times be a little boring. It was in these

times where I hoped for some small burst of action (fighting monsters, guilds etc).Summary: This is

obviously the fifth book. If you enjoyed the previous four, then definitely buy this book as it just

builds on what you loved in the previous books. However, If you have noticed my complaint in the

previous books, be prepared for the same type of arc. (If you haven't noticed it, then ignore this

post)

Half of the book is just the superbly detailed war with the demon hord, full of action and awesome

magic, the other half is growth after the war wit the main character growing in power exponentially,

with new challenges and revelations, preparations for the next conflict and the major world war to

come, and a nicr teaser, like the proverbial cherry on top of the cake in the epilogue. Simply

put:AWESOME! Let us hope the next one comes quickly.

As with the previous entries this book was solid. Good pacing, good story, enjoyable, etc.However,

all the characters snort. It's distracting how often snorting is heard. There are not very large gaps

between one snort and the next. If there was less snorting or rather a larger variety of similar actions

I'd give the book five starsStill going to buy the next one.

First off I absolutely loved the book, The entire series is an awesome read and I can't wait for the

next one Please keep up the excellent work.

I really liked this book can't wait to see where the next book takes the story I will definitely read the



next book

The story continues as usual, the battles are getting boring and players get slightly stronger. I hope

the large scale battles gets better in the next book.

Starting preparation for the bigger one(s) to come. About half is about crafting and or training. We

see some more off world humans preparing for the future as well as David gets a surprise from Bob.
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